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The Golden History of Chinggis khan (Činggis Qaγan-u Altan Tobči) is an important Mongolian historical work. It was found in 1958, so its research history is not very long. This paper aims at pointing out the problems with its facsimile edition and attempts to define the date of writing of the only existing manuscript of this work. Finally, the author gives evidence that the original work must have been compiled in Qubilai’s era with the purpose of showing his legitimacy.
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The Golden History of Chinggis khan (Činggis Qaγan-u Altan Tobči, hereinafter CQAT) is an important Mongolian account. It recounts Chinggis khan’s life based on legends, starting from the abduction of Hö’elün by Yisügei, to the khan’s death and funeral. Most parts of this work can be found in other sources, such as the Quriyangγui Altan Tobči (hereinafter QAT), but it contains some unique legends as well, for example the Abduction of Hö’elün that is told in a so far unknown way; or the Legend of the Defeat of the 300 Tayichi’uds which latter can be found in Lubsandanzan’s Altan Tobči (LuAT 1992, pp. 33–36), but the two versions are not the same.

* In the 2007/2008 academic year, I studied at the Inner Mongolia Normal University supported by the “Habilitas” scholarship of the Hungarian Development Bank. During that time I started to work on this manuscript the final result of which was my MA-thesis written under the supervision of Alice Sárközi and Katalin Uray-Kőhalmi. This paper is the extract of my thesis. I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisors for their intellectual and to the Hungarian Development Bank for its financial support.

1 CQAT (pp. 1b–6b). This episode is similar to the others in terms of the event and the characters, but this one is more detailed. The other seven versions of this event were collected in CQAT (2006, pp. 47–54).

2 CQAT (pp. 7a–10a). Chinggis khan with his six paladins met the Tayichi’uds. After the khan’s paladins had defeated the preponderant enemy, Chinggis praised them. It is supposed that it
The research of this unique source has started recently. The most significant related studies are as follows:

- Liu Jin Süwe gave a short description of the CQAT and he stated that it had been written at the end of the 16th century (basing his statement on its grammatical features), and that it had close relation to the *Secret History of the Mongols* (hereinafter SHM) (Liu 1979, pp. 181–184).

- Erdenitoγtatu (1983/19893) wrote a short description of this work, citing some parts word by word. He presumed that it was a result of an oral tradition written down in around 1240 (Erdenitoγtatu 1989, p. 42).

- W. Heissig based his article on the *Legend of the Defeat of the 300 Tayichi’uds*. He supposed that the manuscript was written in the 16th century; his idea was based on the ductus (i.e. style) of writing (Heissig 1987, pp. 208–210). The facsimiles of the last and the first two pages of the CQAT were attached to his article.

- According to Kesigtoγtatu (1998; CQAT 2006, pp. 7–15) the work was written at the beginning of Qubilai’s era; he based this idea on only one sentence: *the boy Qubilai’s words are different (= wise, not ordinary), follow those!*4

- Atwood assumed in his short article that in the middle of the 16th century, the CQAT put together the legends of Chinggis khan, which took shape during the late 14th and the 15th centuries (Atwood 2006, pp. 402–403).

- Buyanbayatur wrote a monograph on the QAT. In his book he devoted a chapter to the CQAT. He supposed that the CQAT was one of the main sources of the QAT. He summarised the earlier research and accepted Kesigtoγtatu’s idea about dating (Buyanbayatur 2007, pp. 228 sqq).

- Leland Liu Rogers published the transcription and the translation of the CQAT, together with a short introduction (CQAT 2009). He supposed that the manuscript of this work had been copied in the first half of the 17th century (he based his statement on the ductus) (CQAT 2009, p. 2). The compilation date of the original work was between 1570 and 1620 (CQAT 2009, p. 10), but several legends were composed in Dayan khan’s era (CQAT 2009, p. 1). He did not use or reflect on previous research in his work. Three reviews were written on his work by Morris Rossabi (2010), László Károly (2010) and Dashdondog Bayarsaikhan (2011).

- Nasan-Ölzii published a brief paper on the CQAT. He supposed that this work had a connection with the *Eight White Tents*, and the time of compilation could not have been earlier than the 15th century (Nasan-Ölzii 2011, p. 201).

---

3 The same article was published twice: *Mongol Kele Biicig 1983/2* and *Öbör Mongol-un Baysi-yin Yeke Suryanylyi-yin Erdem Sin-ilegen-ii Sedkül 1989/1.*

4 *Qubilai keüken-i üge öber-e bui .. {42/3} tegüni üge{-}ber yaburđun ta* (CQAT pp. 42b–43a).
A brief description of the manuscript. Dorongγa, a scholar of the Inner Mongolia Academy of Social Sciences found it in 1958, together with other texts, in Inner Mongolia, not too far from Hohhot, near a shrine dedicated to Khasar (Buyanbayatur 2007, p. 229). It consists of 49 sheets, each 6 × 16 cm in size. The script shows that the writer was not highly experienced. The diacritical points are dotted randomly, ğ and ğ in the first syllable, ğ and ğ in the middle of the words, and the t and d in the suffixes are not differentiated. The q and ğ in initial position are written in the same way as in middle position.

The style of the work is almost the same as that of the SHM. Prose and verse parts alternately follow each other. From the 17th century, this style ceased to be used, all parts of the historical works being written in prose. In the accounts from the 17th century (for example QAT, Asarayγi Neretü-yi Teüke = ANT, Erdeni-yin Tobči = ET or the Sira Tuγi = ST), the parts describing Chinggis khan’s era were written in the prose-verse style, as the authors cited older sources, but the current period was always described in prose.

The manuscript has no other versions, the original is kept in the Library of the Inner Mongolian Academy of Social Sciences. The first facsimile was published in 1998 (CQAT 1998), and all of the later publications are based on that edition. The main problem is that this facsimile was modified, for example, the word manggalam was erased from the last page, it is absent in the facsimile. The text from the last two pages was merged into one page in the edition of 1998 (see Figures 1 and 2). The other main difference is the 18th sheet which is absent from the facsimile, nevertheless, it does exist.

We are focusing on two questions, the first being whether the manuscript is an autograph or a copy; the second one is about the date of compilation.

Regarding the first question: typical errors that derive from copying can be found in the manuscript:

- Something is missing (it can be verified only by checking parallel texts). For example, on page 21b, the line qun γaγaγun gegči bey-e minibui is missing. This verse (one poem from the Legend of Arγas-un qorči) can be found in some other accounts and all of them include this line (QAT 2002, p. 47). The reason for this missing line is that the previous lines and this line have the same ending words (minbui), and while copying the text, the scribe read a sentence and

---

5 One of them, the Boydγa Chinggis qaγan-u takil-un sudur was published by Elisabetta Chiodo (1989–1991), the facsimile: CQAT pp. 116–165.
6 This facsimile was published again in the CQAT (2006).

wrote it down, memorising the last words, and then searched these words in the original text. If two or more sentences had the same ending, the scribe’s eye could easily skip a line.

– Some parts are written twice, for example, on pages 34b and 35a one strophe\(^8\) was written two times. The reason is the same as above: the last words of the previous and this strophe were the same.

– Long words are written in two parts. Sometimes a long word does not fit at the end of a line, and the word continues at the beginning of the next line. However, if the scribe makes the copy automatically, he usually does not put the two parts of the word together. For example, on page 22b, the words \(\text{baysī layētī}\) appear in one line, it is supposed that originally it was the word \(\text{baysīlayētī}\) written in two parts.

\(^8\) \(\text{Qar-a terigütū kūmūn-tū ālī ḡartāqū / qudurayī qar-a budung ḡezči bīl [bi] / qara teri-gūtū kūmūn-tū ḡartaba bī / qara terigūn qubrāqū-a bolbau.}\)
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Personal names written in the wrong way. For example the name Jamuqa appears as Jabqan on page 6b.

The theory of copying is also supported by page 23. It is a little thicker than the others. The page had already been written and it got an inkblot, therefore the scribe glued a new, thin paper on it, and copied this page again. However, he scribed one more line, thus he crossed out the first line by ink on page 24a (this line is missing from the facsimile edition). The glued paper can help to date the manuscript. Because the glued paper is a little separated from the first paper, its back side can be seen. It is a sheet printed by a modern printing machine (not xylograph!), consequently, it cannot be from an earlier period than the end of the 19th century.

According to the above-mentioned evidence, this is a copied text, so the following question arises: when was the original text composed? Most of the authors used older sources for their works. Thus, certain parts of the works can be traced back to older written sources or legends. Consequently, the question is not when it was written, but when it was compiled.

To decide the time of compilation, first of all it is necessary to know the reason why it was written. One sentence captures the reader’s attention, it is one of Chinggis khan’s last words: the boy Qubilai’s words are different (= wise, not ordinary), follow those. It is out of question that these words were said by Chinggis khan, because when he died, Qubilai was only 12 years old. This sentence appears in almost all accounts that cite Chinggis khan’s last words. Consequently, this sentence must have been added later, as Ögödei’s legitimation was interpolated subsequently to the SHM (de Rachewiltz 2008, p. 151). Legitimating an emperor based on Chinggis khan’s words could not happen later than the 13th century (later nobody could say that Chinggis had chosen him for ruling). Taking a look at the circumstances of Qubilai’s reign, we can state that the beginning of his rule was not peaceful, there was an internece war. The two adversaries were Qubilai and his younger brother, Ariq-Böke. The fight was not only for power, it was two different perspectives that clashed. Ariq-Böke wanted to continue what Chinggis had started, his point of view of the ideal rule was a Great Mongol Empire, centred around the Mongolian territories, with the same elite as in Chinggis khan’s era. In contrast, Qubilai wanted to build a new empire, with Chinese territories as its centre, where a new Mongolian “Chinese” dynasty could emerge (Kesigtoγtaqu 1998, pp. 205–206; Rossabi 1988, pp. 51–62; MYT 2003, Дэд богъ, pp. 191–196).

Qubilai had to show that he was the legitimate ruler, that is the reason why he supported the cult of Chinggis khan so strongly (for example, he built the ancestor’s
temple in Daidu – now Beijing) and he also erected the eight yurts for the cult. These yurts also appeared in the CQAT, and were erected after Chinggis khan’s death. After Qubilai’s era, all of the Mongolian khans were his descendants, so his legitimacy could not be questioned any more.

'Phags-pa lama wrote a book on Chen-chin/Jin-gim prince (Qubilai’s son) in 1278 (Hoog 1983, pp. 1ff.). The description of the world from a 17th-century edition of this work: In this world [Zambutib] there are sixteen great, and one thousand small countries/nations (ulus). There are three hundred sixty-one with different costumes, and seven hundred twenty-one with different languages. Almost the same description can be found in the CQAT: great countries of the world [Zambutib] with three hundred sixty-one nations, and seven hundred twenty-one languages. This sentence also appears in the QAT, but not with the exact same numbers as in the CQAT.

In the Čaytan teike, which can be traced back to Qubilai’s era, there is a brief paragraph that is in connection with the CQAT: The elephant, called Archa-vardan, came with a golden jug, full of nectar. The nectar was splattered by the elephant on one of the nobles who was sitting in a queue with others, this meant that he would become a khan of virtue with an excellent fate. This sentence might have a connection with the story of the Legend about the Golden Jug Full of Nectar. In this story, a golden jug full of nectar is given to Chinggis to show that he is a legitimate ruler. In this part a seal also appears, which, according to the CQAT, was given to Chinggis on Buddha’s order (CQAT pp. 28a–30a). This might refer to the great seal of the khans that Qubilai had obtained.

---

11 Qumuy-un môngke qatyaşsan nayiman ĉayan ger bosyabai (CQAT p. 48b).
12 Ėne čambutib-tur arban jiruyan yeke ulus mingyan očüken ulus buyu .. busu busu yosutan yurban jayun jiran jüll irgen buyu .. öber-e öber-e keleten doloyan jayun qorın nigen buyu (Uspensky 2006, p. 6). This part is missing from the Tibetan version, but there is also a short description of the world: Beginning from the North he [= Chinggis] brought many countries of different languages and races under his power (Hoog 1983, p. 42).
13 Čambutib-un yurban jayun jiran nigen omyof-juran .. doloyan jayun qorın nigen kele[-]ten .. yeke ulus (CQAT p. 10b).
15 The debate on the dating of this work has not yet been closed. In some scholars’ opinion, it was composed in the Yuan-era (Bayarsaikhan 2006), others suppose that it comes from the reign of Altan khan (1540–1586) (Möngkebayar 2009), or that the first part was written at the time of Qubilai, and the second under the Altan khan’s reign (Bira 2002, p. 50).
17 There were at least two seals in Mongolian history, but probably there were several ones (Okada 1996). One of them was Güyük khan’s seal (it was made by a Russian craftsman), according to the Yuan shi, Qubilai got the seal in 1260. The other was the seal of Qin Shi Huangdi (247–210 BC), it was the hand of the Yuan emperors from 1294 (Franke 1978, p. 43). According to a later Mongolian source, one seal is connected to Chinggis khan. This seal was found in a broken stone (ANT 2002, p. 13) or it was in the cradle of Chinggis as the CQAT stated. The seal was lost when Toghon Temür khan, the last emperor of the Yuan Dynasty escaped from Daidu (Beijing) in 1368.
There is also a parallel between the CQAT and the Yuan shi. The compilation of Yuan shi was finished in 1370. The authors used some Mongolian accounts that had been lost since. In the middle of the 17th century, it was partly translated from the original Chinese into Manchu, then from Manchu into Mongolian. Qasar and Belgütei were talking that Chinggis khan could conquer the world with Kasar’s shooting skills and Belgütei’s force. This sentence appears in Belgütei’s biography from the Yuan shi (Ulayan 2005, p. 67; QAT 1955, p. 131, 25/1, footnote). In the eulogy of the nine paladins, Chinggis says that Chu mergen could shoot without mistakes. It can be related to this event: Two ducks were arriving by flying. Taizu Temüjin [= Chinggis khan] ordered Chu to shoot the duck. Chu asked which one, “The male” – answered the khan. Chu shot it down immediately. This part is important because it shows that the word mergen was used in the old meaning, as a ‘good shooter’. Since the 14th century, the word mergen means ‘wise’.

Two objects from the CQAT are also connected to the 13th century. When Chinggis eulogised his paladins, he said that Boghorchu and Boghoral were axle keepers, that refers to the chariots that were used in the time of the Great Mongol Empire (Saad 2005, p. 13). In the story of the Legend of the Defeat of the 300 Tayichi’uds, saddles were used as shields, it has only one parallel with Chinggis’ biography from the Yuan shi (DYGSB 1828, p. 149).

In addition to all this philological evidence, there are two thought-provoking legends in the CQAT. These are the Legend of the Bow Seller and the Legend about...
Both legends have the same idea: the younger brothers query the power of their brother and it becomes clear that the elder brother has total authority. These legends cannot originate from Chinggis khan’s time as he depended on his younger brothers. On the other hand, Qubilai was an autocratic ruler who wanted to show that he was the legitimate ruler, so it seems more probable that these legends originate from his time.

It is supposed that after Chinggis khan’s death, at least two historical works were compiled. One of them was the SHM, which was written for the court; this was not well known. But at least one copy of the original Mongolian version survived until the 17th century, because Lubsandanzan used it for his Altan Tobeli (Sharav 2002; Ligeti 1974, pp. 5ff.). The other work was compiled for a larger audience, it recounts Chinggis’s life with legends.

According to all of the above-mentioned evidence, CQAT was compiled at the beginning of Qubilai’s era to show that Qubilai was the legitimate ruler. The author used old legends and created some new ones. There was a considerable historiographical activity at Qubilai’s court (de Rachewiltz 2006, p. XLIV). At that time, ancient works were rewritten and some were newly compiled (for example the Sheng-wu Ch’in-cheng lu (Shengwu qinzheng lu) was compiled during Chinggis’s and Ögödei’s reign, it was transmitted to us in Chinese language. Presumably the CQAT was one of the achievements of this era.

After that, through the power of the virtue of former existences there was filled and bestowed upon the Holy Lord, from the mighty god Qormusda, in a precious jade cup, the drink rasâyana. Fearfully the Holy Lord took it, and when he was about to drink it his four younger brothers said: “It is said, if there are ten to the eldest brother, there are four to the younger brothers. Oh my Lord, if you drink the greater part, deign to give us the lesser part, in pity. Deign, in your understanding, to consider this and make a decision.” The Holy Lord said to his younger brothers: “Formerly, when I was born, in my right hand there happened to be, from the throne of the dragons and by the order of the mighty Buddha, the Qasbuu seal. Now the drink rasâyana has been filled and bestowed upon me in a precious jade cup, from the mighty god Qormusda. I think I am the Lord with a supreme destiny. Now, if you will drink go on!” So saying he gave it to them. When his four younger brothers took it and drank, it went in their mouths but did not go into their throats. Then his four younger brothers said to the Lord: “We, being without a destiny compared with you who have a destiny, have wrongly contended. We will be officials controlling the taxes of your villages.” Saying: “Lord, drink,” they presented it. The Lord took it and drank. The Lord, being warmed and excited by that rasâyana, said: “Formerly when I was born, there occurred, by order of the Buddha, the Qasbuu seal of the Dragon Kings. Now the mighty god Qormusda has filled and bestowed upon me in a precious jade cup the drink rasâyana. I am the Lord with a destiny from Heaven.” Translated by Charles Bawden from the QAT (1955, pp. 136–137).

Chinggis was helped by his siblings very much. As the CQAT states Chinggis khan could conquer the world with Kasar’s shooting skill and Belgütei’s force (CQAT p. 15b). Or Jamuka’s words can be cited from the SHM to the importance of the brothers: You [= Chinggis], sworn friend, had a wise mother. You were born a hero, and as you had younger brothers, valiant companions and seventy-three geldings, you, my sworn friend, excelled me. As for me, I lost my parents when I was small and had no younger brothers (Translated by de Rachewiltz 2006, p. 131, § 201).

Sheng-wu Ch’in-cheng lu. The latest description: de Rachewiltz (2004). This work stated that before Ögedei ascended to the throne, Chinggis had honoured Qubilai’s father, Tolui (BBBDT 1985, p. 53). This sentence must be an interpolation from Qubilai’s reign.
The manuscripts of the Mongolian chronicles did not exist earlier than the 17th century, so the question is whether a text from the 13th century could have survived the centuries (having been copied from time to time). The answer is definitely affirmative, for example, as was mentioned above, Lubsandanzan used an original Mongolian copy of the SHM for his historical work (Sharav 2002; Ligeti 1974, pp. 5ff). Over recent years, several fragments from the 16th–17th centuries have been identified, related to the SHM (Mongγolküü 2006; Saranγou-a 2013). Some Buddhist texts could also survive, for example the Pañcarakṣā from the 14th century still exists today (Monhsaihan 2011, p. 22).

All in all, the CQAT proved to be an important Mongolian account that was presumably compiled at the beginning of Qubilai’s era when he had to prove his legitimacy. Although there is no direct evidence, both philological (for example parallel texts) and historical evidence support this hypothesis. The original manuscript does not exist, there is only one extant manuscript from the 19th century. This text must be republished since the only facsimile (CQAT 1998) is not satisfactory.
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